Successful nominations for past Aviation Meteorology Awards:

- For the sustained commitment to aviation safety and efficiency through leadership, innovation, collaboration and service in support of the Atlanta Hartsfield-Jackson International Airport and the National Air Space aviation programs.

- For the significant enhancement of aviation services in the NY METRO Airspace, using state of the art science and technology to help the FAA mitigate weather related delays.

- For the development of the Meteorologist Intern TAF Writing Program designed to help Meteorologist Interns to become fluent in writing Terminal Aviation Forecasts promoting positive forecast habits and improved aviation forecast skill.

- For their dedication and exceptional aviation forecasting in support of the U.S. Air Race of 2005, a cross country air race scheduled around Hurricane Rita.

- For the development of a reliable and real-time NEXRAD radar delivery system enabling pilots to receive the information they need to fly with safety and comfort.

- For improving aviation forecasts and services for the Arkansas Aviation Community by strengthening partnerships, providing weather safety education, and developing local applied research.

- For improving meteorological forecast tools to support Department of Defense and coalition aviation operations world-wide.